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Please send your letters to:
Lorlw Brown, Editor-in-chief,

The Canadian Folk Music Bulletin
44 Wentworth Avenue

Toronto ON M2N 1T7
fax.. 416/225-6891

e-lnail: lorbro@home.com
Letters may be edited.

Toronto ON
I thought you did a great job with the

Bulletin. I like the bit about traditional music
being environmentally friendly. Thanks so much!

Leslie Hall

St. John's NF
I've just gotten my copy of the Journal-nice

to see my interview there. I appreciate all the
hard work George Lyon put into creating it.

There are a few typos, etc. Could you correct
these by publishing this letter in the next issue of
the Bulletin?

The date of the photo on the cover should be
1961, not 1971. On page 1, line 1, George mentions
meeting me in 1967; that date should be 1968.

-~ In three places (p. 6, column 1, para 2, line 4;
p.6, column 2, last para, line 4; p. 8, column 1,
para 2, line 3) the name of myoid friend and long-
time colleague Peter Narvaez has been misspelled;
perhaps because the second "a" with an acute
accent in his last name has not survived the
email-to-typescript transition. Could you please
publish his name with the proper spelling (N-A-R-
V-A [with acute accent]-E-Z)?

On page 6, column 1, paragraph 2, line 21:
"Dorson saw the ad," etc. Actually it was not
Dorson who saw the ad and ordered me to layoff,
but another Indiana folklore professor who had
become my supervisor, Jerome Mintz.

On page 6, column 1, paragraph 2, final line,
footnote 6 is misplaced; it belongs on page 4,
column 1, at the end of paragraph 4.

Neil Rosenberg

The other journal I edit, Appleseed
Quarterly, has a Inore or less running colulnn
called "Errare Hulnanum Est". Seelns the saIne
might have to happen with the Bulletin! And
speaking of Inisspelled nalnes, Bill Sarjeant was
incorrectly printed as Serjeant. And it should be
Michael PollQck. Sorry!

Also: The address given for Julian West last
issue, with the review of his recording Acadia
Nights (p. 18), is no longer extant; Julian is now
reachable at 1229 Church St., Apt. 4, Halifax, N.S.
B3J 2E7.
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Waterloo ON
Good morning to one of Canada's most

respected double-barreled editors. I thought I was
busy editing "The Ontario Amateur" and doing
seventeen other things at the same time, until my
better half announced that unless something
happened to improve our togetherness quotient -
and quickly - she was out the door and would
return only when I got some sense. I think she
was kidding, but I got the message. You
listening, Jean? Anyway, a nice issue, and
thanks for the plug.

Merrick Jarrett

Athabasca AB
Best wishes in the challenge ahead.
Dave Gregory.
University of Southern California CA

More thoughts on Halbert:
If Haipert was a curmudgeon, I sure didn't

see it. He was entombed at Blackburn College,
teaching English, in Carlinville, Ill., when I met
him. We spent two days together, he and I, often
joined by Violetta ("Letty," always) who had
collecting credentials of her own - particularly in
gathering popular beliefs from women about sex
and childbirth. I was a recent graduate of UCLA,
a veteran, and at 24 a novice at most things. Herb
and Letty encouraged me, told stories of Bela
Bartok (they were Popular Front Leftists who
guaranteed that the Bartoks would not fall upon

Did You Know?

The Canadian Folk Music Bulletin-exchanges copies with other publications, such
as:

This Month at the Rogue VancouverBC
SingOut! BethlehemPA
Dance andMusicCamps2001 ..HaydenvilleMA
Country dance &SongSociety " .HaydenvilleMA

InternationalBluegrass ... OwensboroKY
The Living Tradition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, Scotland
Bulletin de Liaison de l'AFAS ... Pariscedex 13
Three Quarter Times . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vancouver Folk Song Society
CanadianMusicianCM St.CatharinesON
Fiddler Magazine NorthSydneyNS
and others

All of these eventually end up in the CFMB's archives, lovingly watched over by Bill
Serjeant in Saskatoon
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the public rolls if they were permitted to emigrate
in 1939 or '40), talked about folklore, and fed me.
For years after, he would send me articles, notes,
stuff he thought I should read or have. I just
looked at the correspondence file and was pleased
to see just how rich with ideas it was and is.

I met "Bud" Bronson - or so I am told his
friends called him - at a California Folklore
Society meeting. He was, in a word, courtly. I
was, however, more taken with the dirty stories of
Grant Loomis, an equally courtly, white-haired
'old' guy of maybe 60 who, like Bronson, was in the
Cat English Department.

I miss those people, particularly Wayland
Hand. There was a graciousness, a generosity of
spirit about them. I had the privilege of knowing
Charles Seeger and Archer Taylor, but more
important, of being encouraged by them to go to
grad school, to join them in the Academy. I sense
it is much different today in the Academy and in
folklore studies. Perhaps because jobs are fewer.

I had breakfast yesterday morning with Ed
Kahn, with whom I have reconnected after four
decades (!). We were marveling how fortunate we
had been as students of Wayland, he of the
definitive work on popular belief, who had been
Archer Taylor's student (he of 'The Proverb') who
had been G. L. Kittredge's student, who had been
F.J. Child's student. It is a great lineage. And
responsibility to all those who taught us.

Ed Gray
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Saskatoon SK
Thanks for a first great issue! And also for

posting the CSTM website address - I didn't know
about this!

Paddy Tutty

Vancouver BC
Congratulations on taking over the Bulletin

I'm looking forward to a lot of good stuff.
Jon Bartlett

Toronto ON
Lorne's fit of "temporary insanity" (agreeing

to edit the Bulletin) was, I hereby confess, aided
and abetted my me (and several) because we think
he's going to be wonderful.

I want to take a minute here to thank George
(Lyon) for all his time, thought, effort and
creativity which made the Bulletin such a terrific
production - and thanking John (Leeder) is such a
constant in CSTM that it's almost redundant - but
can't be done enough!!

And those of you who haven't heard Lome
sing ballads, owe yourselves a treat some time.

Judith Cohen

Editor: In an e-mail, George Lyon asked lne
about the term 'Crack' which we use for our
interview. Crack is a word for conversation, as in,
"There was a lot of good crack last night."

It has nothing to do with drugs, although
good conversation (and singing) can sure make me
high!
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I ts time again for the Canadian Society for Traditional Music to "gather 'round the fire to tell our
stories and sing our songs". The Annual General Meeting for 2001 is tentatively planned to take
place on the campus of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, BC, on October 27-28,2001

Announcement and Call for Papers

By John Stanfield

T he university has a pilot program running this coming fall, devoted to the Music in British
Columbia, so papers addressing that issue will be especially welcome. The course will survey Old
Time Music, including the thriving fiddle tradition, the silver band movement in the mining towns

and reserves (such as Metlakatla), ballads and other "songs of the people", including the vocal
traditions of the Doukhabour communities.

Another important aspect in the course at UBC will be an investigation of the traditional music of
all three First Nations cultural areas - the Coast, the Sub-Arctic, and the Plateau - so papers on these
topics would be very timely. One area that all three cultural communities share is their love of Country
and Western music, performed by members of their communities, so papers addressing this issue would
be gratefully received.

Another interest that could be shared is dance, all too neglected in folk music circles. Topics could
include experiences with changes and traditions of Country Swing, old time clogging and stepping, or
theoretical subjects such as the dynamic tension that exists in dance communities that are faced with
the contradiction of presenting their social traditions on stages which require presentation imperatives
that are anathema to their original social context.

Some of us may want to celebrate the publication of the Garland Encyclopedia of World Music
volume devoted to the Music of Canada (and the United States) by expanding on some of the
interesting topics brought forward by some of our brightest minds.

In keeping with previous meetings, proposals on alternate themes relating to Canadian
traditional music or to the musical traditions of other nationalities or ethnic groups are also welcome.
There will also be opportunities for work in progress reports of up to 15 minutes.

The deadlines for firm proposals (with abstracts) is 1st September, 2001. The abstracts should be
no more than 250 words. Each paper must be given within the time of 20 minutes, with an additional
10 minutes for questions and discussions. Proposals should be sent to Norman Stanfield at the School
of Music, University of British Columbia, 6361 Memorial Road, Vancouver, BC, Canada V6T 1Z2, or e-
mailed to nlstanfield@home.com Please include at the bottom of your proposal the equipment that you
will need.

Following the papers given during the day on Saturday, activities that evening will include a
concert of local musicians, followed by some contra dancing and jamming, if the mood suits the
members. Friday evening will be given over to a dinner at a local popular restaurant and a warm
welcome for all the delegates. Sunday morning will be reserved for the usual Annual General Meeting.
Details will be forthcoming in a further mailing, and the web site of the CSTM
(http://www.yorku.ca/cstm).

The fee for the conference will be $30.00.
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